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9804-04 U.S. -Send
the appropriate document corresponding to 22.21.03.02 Batch Services {2d/15a} to ITTF for
publication. SC22 N2232 refers as the ballot summary. (OPEN until receipt by ITTF is confirmed.)
(Rolled over from 9705-40 and 9710-12.) 

OPEN.  Expected to be sent by the IEEE on January 18, 1999

9804-06 All Member Bodies -
Seek volunteers for the post of WG15 Convener, to run for three years from September 1998 at the latest.
Applicants should have sponsorship from their employers and from their National Bodies. (Rolled over
from 9705-55 and 9710-15) 

Closed.  US nominated Jim Oblinger to be Convener.  Mr. Oblinger was approved in September , 1998.

9804-10 U.S. -
Forward the appropriate draft of CD 13210 Test Methods, when available, to the SC22 secretariat for DIS
ballot. (rolled over from 9710-41)

OPEN.  We are still working on it.

9804-11 U.S. -Investigate
and report on the status of 1003.18 and make a recommendation on a possible division of
work. (rolled over from 9710 44) 

CLOSED.  P1003.18 has been withdrawn by PASC

9804-15 US
US in their plans for a revision of 1003.1 to take into account the subsetting by 1003.13, and to report
back to WG15 how they propose to handle that. 

CLOSED.  The subsetting by  P1003.13 will be included when revising P1003.1
            
9804-16 Member Bodies
Member Bodies to respond to the subsetting proposal in PDISP ballot to 15287-2 (aka 1003.13) and
indicate whether such subsetting should be supported in the base standard. 

CLOSED.  The US is in favor of supporting such subsetting in the base standard (see also 9804-15)

9804-17 US
forward draft 11 of  PDAM-8 {a.k.a. 1003.1d} for PDAM ballot at the same time as the IEEE ballot is
started (in accordance with the sync plan) 

CLOSED

9804-22 All
Member Bodies to identify specific issue that need to be addressed w.r.t. work in progress and co-operative
development TOG/PASC/WG15 and report these to Roger Martin by May 31. 

CLOSED

9804-24 All
Member Bodies to review and Comment on N768 (LIS Techniques) by August 1. 

OPEN.  The US has forwarded to .21 and asked them to handle directly.



9804-25 US
US to take appropriate corrective action w.r.t. DAM 4 to 9945-1 (a.k.a. 1003.1g). 

OPEN.  The US expects .1g to be competed in the near future.  It is  to pass the current ballot
recirculation in IEEE.   Need resolution of comments on PDAM4.

9804-26 Convener and US
to suggest that material being developed for P1494 and ISO 14766 is ready to become a draft document;
and has been jointly developed. An appropriate copyright statement needs to be developed for such drafts.

OPEN.   The U.S. has forwarded the request to PASC and asked them to pursue it.  The US will report
to WG15 when more information is available.

9804-35 Member bodies
to continue to actively seek candidates for WG15 convener, and to report these no later than the August
SC22 meeting in Copenhagen.

CLOSED

9804-36 Member bodies
to propose alternative methods for continuing and maintaining the work of WG15 if there is no convener,
and to report these at the August SC22 meeting in Copenhagen. 

CLOSED


